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Abstract. Frailty is a common clinical syndrome in older adults; it carries an
increased risk of negative health events and outcomes including falls, incident
disability, hospitalization, and mortality. Therefore, it is critical to identify high-
risk subsets of the elderly population and explore new arenas for frailty pre-
vention and treatment. This chapter will provide an overview of the current state
of assessment models for frailty syndrome in the elderly and will describe a new
assessment tool based on mobile technology, which takes account and advan-
tage of the ways in which elderly people interact with a touchscreen. While
healthcare providers and researchers in the field of aging have long been aware
of the changing characteristics and needs of older people living in the com-
munity, there has not been any marked change in frailty syndrome assessment
models until now. In the twenty-first century world with its technological
advancements, the elderly require new, special physical skills combining per-
ceptual, motor, and cognitive abilities for their functional daily activities and for
maintaining their independence and quality of life.
We believe a conceptual model of frailty can be expanded to incorporate new

aspects related to the usage of technology by the elderly, better covering the
complexity and multidimensionality of modern life. In addition, in our vision,
that the expanded conceptual model can be operationalized and translated into
an assessment tool.
In the last part of this chapter, we will present the “Touchscreen Assessment

Tool” (TATOO), an assessment tool based on this expanded conceptual model.
This novel tool assesses elderly people’s frailty and functioning using a
touchscreen, a representative technology required for several activities involved
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in daily functioning in the modern world. Most importantly, we present the
TATOO prototype, which we plan to develop in the future as a continuous
monitoring instrument for activities performed in daily life, combined with
advanced sensor-based measuring and big data analytics algorithms.

Keywords: Frailty syndrome � Elderly � Touchscreen Assessment Tool

1 Background

Frailty syndrome is a common syndrome in the elderly, with a multi-factor etiology [1].
Frailty syndrome consists of the basic characteristic of increased susceptibility to
biological, physiological, and mental stressors. Impairments in multiple organ systems
(such as the musculoskeletal system, the cardiovascular system, and the hematological
system) cause depletion in physiological and mental reserves and decrease resistance,
thereby impeding the recovery ability of the elderly as well as their ability to maintain
physiological and psychosocial homeostasis [2]. Accordingly, as previous studies have
pointed out, frailty is related to a higher prevalence of disability, falls, hospitalization,
and mortality in community-dwelling older people. It is a major predictor of clinical
outcomes and prognosis following any extrinsic stress, such as medical procedure,
acute illness, proximal hip fracture, or hospitalization [3–5].

The understanding of frailty has evolved over the years from a basic description of
dependence on others to a more dynamic model that encompasses biomedical and
psychosocial aspects. It depicts a complex interplay among a person’s characteristics,
such as age, gender, lifestyle, socioeconomic background, morbidities, and affective,
cognitive, or sensory impairments. Currently, as there is no firm agreement among
experts on the definition of frailty, it can be considered an amorphous concept, a
situation that impedes our ability to identify it in the elderly and assess their condition.

Frailty, comorbidity, and disability are all common in the elderly, with overlaps and
reciprocal interactions making it sometimes difficult to distinguish among them [6, 7].
Disability, defined as “difficulty or dependency in performing activities that are
essential to independent living” [6], often worsens a person’s frailty, but not all elderly
with disabilities are frail and not all the frail elderly have disabilities [8].

A major requirement at present is to move from theoretical discussion on defini-
tions of frailty to outlining practical and operational definitions that enable actual
screening, assessment, and treatment of frailty, as well as differentiating frailty-related
and unrelated conditions. For example, one major manifestation of frailty is functional
decline, but functional decline in the elderly is part of the normal aging process and is
not always an indicator of frailty.

Frailty is dynamic in nature and can be viewed as a process parallel to the process
of aging; and age increases the risk of frailty [9]. The elderly population is heteroge-
neous in terms of chronological age and biological, psychological, and social factors,
and hence, they cannot be considered a single entity. Thus, researchers often group
older adults by chronological age, for example, considering adults ranging in the age
group 60–75 years as a younger-old group, and individuals over 75 as an older-old
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group [10]. The challenge is then to find a point in time when a given elderly patient
moves from only aging to becoming frail as well.

Despite being progressive and chronic, frailty syndrome is also reversible in the
pre-frailty stage and in the early stages of frailty; accordingly, screening of the elderly
population is required for early detection of elderly who are frail or at risk of becoming
frail. Continuous monitoring, preventive interventions, and treatment programs should
be made routine in healthcare for the ever-growing elderly population all over the
world [11, 12]. In contrast to the early stages, advanced frailty syndrome is irreversible,
but its rate of progression can still be reduced to some extent, with the possibility of
reducing and preventing complications and improving quality of life [13].

A crucial need in this regard is to operationalize the concept of frailty by developing
validated, reliable, feasible assessment tools to capture all the clinical aspects of
geriatric frailty. It should be emphasized that diagnosing an older person as frail has
implications at several levels, ranging from the individual to health policy and systems.

The complexity of frailty and the difficulty in distinguishing between natural aging
and pathological conditions have led to the development of models and instruments
that attempt to comprehensively cover all the aspects of the condition [5, 14–16].
Numerous diagnostic tools for frailty have been developed in recent years. A system-
atic review by Buta et al. [17] identified 67 frailty instruments, of which only 9 were
highly cited. The instruments most used are the physical frailty phenotype, followed by
the frailty index (also called the “deficit accumulation index”) [17].

The physical frailty phenotype is the single most widely used instrument for
assessing frailty [17], and is based on the frailty phenotype model developed by Fried
et al. [5]. It stipulates a cluster of consensus elements of clinical presentation of frailty:
age-related changes in body mass, muscle strength, endurance, pattern of walking, and
level of physical activity [5, 14, 18]. The crucial points involved in frailty versus
normal age-related change in this model are the existence of multiple impaired ele-
ments and the degree of change. The physical phenotype of frailty was operationalized
by Fried et al. and validated by the Cardiovascular Health Study [5]. As per the study,
frailty is characterized by the presence of three or more of the following five com-
ponents: (1) unintentional weight loss (more than 4.55 kg in a year), (2) muscle
weakness (grip strength in the lowest 20% at baseline, adjusted for gender and body
mass index), (3) poor endurance and energy (evaluated by self-report of exhaustion),
(4) slow walking speed (time to walk 15 ft, adjusting for gender and standing height),
and (5) low physical activity level (measured by kilocalories expended per week).
Scores on these parameters are categorized into three levels of frailty: (1) robustness
(none of the criteria), (2) pre-frailty (one or two criteria), and (3) frailty (three or more
criteria) [5].

Another common tool is the frailty index, developed by Rockwood et al. [19],
which comprises 70 items on the presence and severity of diseases, ability to perform
activities of daily living (ADLs; e.g., getting dressed, bathing, mobility), and physical
and neurological signs from clinical examinations. The frailty index focuses on
objective measures of the amount of accumulated deficits/functional losses, reflecting
the degree of exhaustion of reserves [16].
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Cesari et al. [16] compare the physical phenotype of frailty and the frailty index and
find that the two tools provide “distinct and complementary clinical information about
the risk profile of an older person” [16]. The authors suggest that the purposes of the
tools are different and that their respective usage should be determined by the timing of
the assessment, with physical frailty phenotype tool used as a screening tool for quick
identification of frailty as a gross category and the frailty index as part of a compre-
hensive geriatric assessment to serve as reference data for following the elderly over
time, making subsequent assessments, and examining the efficiency of targeted inter-
ventions [16].

The existence of numerous measurement tools indicates a lack of agreement on the
conceptual framework and components of frailty, appropriate assessment items, pur-
pose of use (risk assessment, etiology, research methodologies design), clinical prac-
ticality, and differentiating between disability and frailty [17, 20]. However, efforts to
establish consensus are ongoing and the seeds of agreement can be seen [17, 21, 22].

2 Operational Definitions of Frailty

It is recognized that operational definitions of frailty should be: (1) multi-dimensional,
based on the connections between physical, psychological, and social domains, and not
constrained to physical function; (2) clearly distinct from disability; (3) cognizant of
comorbidity (presence of � 2 diseases); (4) proven valid for predicting negative out-
comes; (5) feasible; and (6) continuous and not categorical in terms of scoring.

Measurement of frailty should be based on continuous scores due to the nature of
frailty, which is a progressive process. Raphael et al. [23] claimed that the degree of
frailty on that continuum is a result of the interaction between personal factors and
environmental factors. They described both types of factors in detail: “‘personal
factors’ include the immediate cognitive (e.g., memory loss), physical (e.g., reduced
mobility), psychological (e.g., depression, lack of self-efficacy), and spiritual factors
(e.g., loss of hope or meaning), while ‘environmental factors’ include financial, social
(e.g., availability of friends or family), living situation (e.g., many steps, danger in
one’s neighborhood), and legal (e.g., not being able to drive because of legislation)
factors.”

We believe that using technology can be crucial in integrating personal and envi-
ronmental factors. The novel assessment tool described here is based on “person–
environment interactions,” and it tries to overcome the insufficient emphasis on the
environmental aspect reflected in previous tools by leveraging the common use of
technology in ADLs in the modern world. Technologies such as touchscreens, voice
recognition systems, artificial intelligence, etc., are becoming increasingly prevalent in
daily life among the general population and considerably more among older adults [24].
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The traditional methods for assessing frailty syndrome in the elderly, however, do
not use these emerging technologies, which facilitate continuous, passive, objective
assessments. A tool reflecting their technological affordances can considerably improve
accuracy, including by reflecting the context (a person’s natural environment).

Evidence for this approach has been shown in recent years in healthcare in general,
with medical tests that no longer rely solely on subjective evaluations but also employ
objective evaluations using advanced algorithms [25, 26].

Moreover, since the percentage of elderly people in the world is increasing along
with their life expectancy, clinicians cannot rely on individual face-to-face meetings to
evaluate and monitor each person over time because of both the economic costs
involved in these tests and the lack of manpower [27]. Hence, to diagnose and monitor
over time the frailty of an older person and allow him/her to receive
treatment/intervention to improve his/her condition, or prevent deterioration, we as a
society must develop new, effective, inexpensive technology-based assessment tools.
Figure 1 below illustrates the components that should be included in the modern
assessment of frailty.

Fig. 1. Mandatory components of frailty assessment
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3 A Touchscreen Tool for Assessment Based
on the Expanded Conceptual Model of Frailty

We believe that the conceptual framework of frailty is incomplete and does not cover
all the aspects of the real life of individuals in the modern world. The model should be
extended to reflect the performance of the elderly engaged in daily activities in an
environment in which technology is embedded in each one of the three components of
the human function (physical, psychological, and social). In today’s highly technology-
oriented world, elderly individuals are obliged to interact safely and proficiently not
only with technological applications designed for their benefit, but also with multiple
technological devices developed for the general (and often young) population.

The use of a touchscreen is an excellent example of a technological application that
has become prevalent in all aspects of modern life. Due to the convenience, design
flexibility, and ease involved in manipulating touch interfaces [28], this technology is
frequently used in public settings and is one of the most dominant ways by which the
elderly interact with modern computing devices [28]. Touchscreens are now used by
the elderly to perform multiple daily functional activities in pursuing their social,
personal and occupational activities, ranging from buying a ticket for public trans-
portation, ordering food in a restaurant, withdrawing money from an ATM, or
accessing health services and health information. Using a touchscreen is also related to
the social and leisure domains of human functions as it is used for communicating via
smartphone and for personal interactions via social media (such as Facebook); hence, it
may reflect the degree of social inclusion and social support the elderly have in coping
with loneliness issues.

Our idea is consistent with Nourhashémi et al. [22] who asserted that frailty in
elderly persons should be assessed in the context of a combination of not only bio-
logical, physiological, and social changes, but also environmental changes. The
modern world is characterized by such rapid changes in the several aspects of daily life,
with a growing pervasiveness of technological components. These technologies should
enhance the elderly’s independence in life’s roles, make their leisure activities more
meaningful, and enhance their self-esteem.

Following the modification of the frailty model, an operational definition and an
assessment tool are required to measure the ability of the elderly to operate technology,
in this case, the touchscreen (see Fig. 1).

The transfer from normal aging into dynamic frailty status is a continuous process
that can be investigated through changes in how operating a touchscreen, as an
example of a pervasive technology of daily use, changes over time. We assume that
operating the touchscreen may be a sensitive way of detecting early signs of frailty and,
accordingly, that it can be used as a screening tool for quick identification of pre-frailty
as a gross category with the potential of further development once integrated into a
comprehensive geriatric assessment to serve as reference data for following the elderly
over time and for examining the efficacy of the targeted interventions.
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4 The TATOO and Its Importance

In recent years, research and clinical studies have focused on finding ways and criteria
to assess the status of the elderly people, in order to identify situations in which support
is needed to enable their continued independent active aging in the community. An
increasing part of daily functioning involves the use of touchscreens to perform tasks in
various areas of life, such as communication, administrative tasks, healthcare, etc. The
specific physical, perceptual, and cognitive skills required to use touchscreens may be
affected by a multisystem decline in body functions and capabilities that occur during
aging, such as decreased reaction speed, worsening eye–hand coordination, decreased
muscle strength, and sensory decline [1]. Thus, differences in the ability to successfully
operate a touchscreen are expected between young and old adults. These differences
may be intensified in frail older adults and in older adults with age-related pathological
conditions, such as arthritis, stroke, or Parkinson’s disease. While most age-related
physiological changes (e.g., cardiovascular changes) affect human performance, the
body systems most relevant to the operation of a touchscreen are the sensory-perceptual
system, the psychomotor system, and cognition.

Therefore, it is essential to identify evaluation tools that can measure the actual
interaction between an elderly person and a touchscreen, as a representation of many
technological interfaces that require similar skills. Furthermore, a well-fitted technol-
ogy may contribute to the elderly by engage them in basic and instrumental activities of
daily living, enhance their independence, provide meaningful leisure activities, and
help them acquire more self-esteem and become productive members of mainstream
society. The process of achieving an optimal match between technology and the elderly
should involve an assessment of their needs, emotional state, preferences, and
acceptance.

Among technology professionals who play a central role in prescription, provision,
and adaptation of devices to meet the elderly’s needs, there is a lack of dependable
assessment tools to determine elderly behavior and needs while using touchscreen
devices. Daniel-Saad and Chiari [24] developed a software application called TATOO
to evaluate performance components of the use of touchscreens in a comprehensive and
objective manner. The tool was developed by gaining a consensus regarding the user
skills required to operate various touchscreen devices. A six-step procedure was used to
collect and validate the required skills by a multidisciplinary team of 52 experts.
TATOO consists of six tasks, each of which provides information on a functional
component required when using a touchscreen, such as tap, swipe, pinch, drag, and so
on. Performance of each task is summarized by a numeric and graphic report of the
following parameters:

1. Timing: includes Start Time, Reaction Time, Test Duration, Total Touch Time (the
time the finger is on the screen while tapping and dragging), and Total Flight Time
(the time the finger is up in the air between drags).

2. Movement range and pressure measurement: the report shows a graphical “taps
map and path drawing” representing the location of the taps, the path the client has
used to drag, and the pressure applied while executing each drag.

3. Mode of operation: the number of fingers used to operate for each skill.
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4. Accuracy: the report shows numerical and graphical information that presents trials
that were completed successfully or not completed. The information includes the
location of the first tap on the screen, Total Touch Outside the Target, Total Drag
Attempts, and Drag Completed Successfully or Not Completed.

The TATOO was used primarily to assess touchscreen performance by children.
Currently, we are in the process of adjusting the system to assess the performance of
the elderly population, particularly focusing on the detection of early stages of frailty.
The system can be used for routine and periodic evaluation of the elderly by healthcare
personnel. Health professionals such as physicians, occupational therapists, physical
therapists, or nurses can use TATOO because of its easy method of operation, which is
not time consuming to learn or implement. Information supplied by TATOO provides
objective data that enable clinical decisions (such as prescribing treatment) by multi-
disciplinary healthcare professionals. Integrating the system to the healthcare services
will enable early assessment of change or regression in the visual–perceptual motor
function of the elderly to enable early intervention and prevention of reversible dete-
rioration or complication.

The current study was approved by the Helsinki Committee of the University of
Haifa. The sample will be composed of 300 elderly people divided into three age
groups as follows: 1. Younger adults (40–65 years); 2. Young-old adults (65 to 75
years) and 3. Older-old adults (over 75 years). The inclusion criteria are: ability to
understand simple commands; living independently in the community or in indepen-
dent living facilities; and ability to walk independently with or without walking aid.
Exclusion criteria are: neurological diseases and severe orthopedic and cardiopul-
monary conditions that may affect performance of daily activities; pain, impairments,
or medical conditions that may prohibit performance of required activities; and serious
uncorrected vision or hearing impairment. Younger adults will be recruited from the
institutes’ campus; young-old and older-old adults will be recruited from community
centers for the elderly. All participants will provide written consent following a detailed
explanation of the study.

The study will include three stages: 1. performance in a battery of clinical
assessments to characterize the participants’ physical and cognitive status and level of
frailty; 2. capturing of data by the TATOO; 3. Data analysis.

Stage 1: Characterization of the participants. The following information will be
collected from all the eligible and consenting participants: (a) socio-demographic data
(such as age, gender, marital status, years of education, use of the Internet, frequency of
use of touch screens, level of income); (b) medical history. For participants from the
two elderly groups, additional evaluation will be done to characterize them in term of
(a) level of functioning in performing basic daily activities, measured by Index of
Independence in Activities of Daily Living—Katz index; (b) fear of falling, using the
Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale, (c) cognitive status, by the
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) questionnaire; (d) fine motor performance;
and (e) level of frailty (measured by frailty phenotype instrument). It should be men-
tioned that the frailty phenotype instrument includes assessment of bilateral handgrip
strength using a calibrated JAMAR hand dynamometer (Sammons Preston Rolyan, IL,
USA) and walking speed measured by stopwatch. In addition, balance ability is
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measured by the “timed Up & Go” (TUG) test (an index for dynamic balance function).
Fine motor performance is measured by calibrated hydraulic pinch gauge (Ernest
Bontage) and by the Functional Dexterity Test (FDT).

Stage 2: Capture of data by the TATOO system. Following the performing of the
six TATOO tasks, which will last for approximately 10 min, each participant will
evaluate TATOO usability and user satisfaction by completing the System Usability
Scale (SUS).

Stage 3: Data Analysis. We will determine the correlations between TATOO and
performance measures as well as frailty level, and create a composite score which will
include traditional measures and TATOO performance.

In a preliminary pilot study with nine older-old adults (mean age 80.4, SD 4.5) the
TATOO’s usability was rated as “very good” (average score of SUS 77.5) in terms of:
effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction. The two healthcare professionals who
conducted the trials reported that TATOO, from their point of view, was very user
friendly in terms of short time assessment. Moreover, the interface was easy to learn
and use, and the tool motivated the elderly to cooperate with the healthcare
professionals.

Preliminary analysis demonstrates that young age, previous experience with a touch
screen device, and high frequency of usage of touch screen positively correlate with
better performance ability of the TATOO in term of timing and accuracy. Additionally,
the amount of pressure on the screen is related to the accuracy requirements for task
completion.

Conclusions regarding the correlation between TATOO scores and the degree of
frailty of the elderly will be possible only after completing the current study with a
large sample of participants ranging between younger and older-old adults.

Following is a presentation of the TATOO performance of a single female subject
(initials HV), age 79 years. This subject is categorized as robust as defined by physical
frailty phenotype, is independent in all activities of daily living, and presents with grip
strength within the normal range per age. In contrast, however, HV presents with a low
score (22/30) in the MOCA, indicating mild cognitive impairment. In addition, the fine
dexterity measurement scores of both hands were very low, indicating low neuromotor
function of the hand. TATOO performance was characterized by the use of one finger
to tap the screen when the time duration of the task was short and the task was easy;
when the time duration was longer, or the task was more complex, the pattern of
tapping changed to using more than one finger.

HV’s TATOO accuracy parameters were low. For example, she made 17 attempts
to drag the five items of clothing, and in 14 of these attempts she was unable to place
the item correctly. (see Fig. 2 for screen display). This finding was consistent with her
low score on the Fine Dexterity Test (FDT; 61.3 seconds) performed by the dominant
hand.
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5 Practical Implications

Frailty among the elderly leads to an increase in the use of health and welfare services
and an increase in morbidity and mortality. Developing modern screening tools that are
sensitive to early identification of frailty in the elderly and continuous monitoring is
essential at the personal, national, and international levels. Knowledge of the course of
development of frailty will enable identification of at-risk elderly and contribute to
planning interventions and treatments to monitor and assist in situations of decreased
physical and cognitive functioning. This will inevitably lead to better health outcomes,
more disability-adjusted life years, and improved quality of life, as well as bringing
economic savings [3].

The TATOO is a novel operational translation of an extended concept model of
frailty of the elderly. It may become an important supplement to the toolbox available

Fig. 2. Example of a screen display during a TATOO test, which includes the task and
performance data of variables such as total touch time and touch time outside the target. (Color
figure online)
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to clinical professionals treating the elderly. The current prototype provides quick,
integrated information regarding the actual status of the elderly in relation to three
crucial elements (fine motor, cognitive, and perceptual skills) reflecting performance
and independence in basic and instrumental activities of daily living. Important point
that should be emphasized is that TATOO has the potential to provide unique infor-
mation that can be added to existing frailty indicators such as muscle weakness and
slow walking speed. However, further studies should be performed to analyze the
relative contribution and level of sensitivity and specificity of TATOO as a frailty
screening and monitoring tool, comparing it to other frailty indicators.
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